Extend Your Team by Incorporating Ours
POINTMAP was originally known as PJCADD and founded in 1993 to provide freelance drafting support to the
environmental industry. The company quickly became known as a reliable resource for outsourced drafting and
mapping. Over the next several years the CAD and GIS scope of services expanded, and the company grew to meet
increased demands for technical map output. Retaining experienced, reliable, skilled, and dedicated personnel with a
reputation for being the team you can trust propels our growth and success.
PEGGY JOHNSON, founder, and owner of POINTMAP, has over 35 years of experience in the civil, geotechnical, and
environmental fields. She earned a Civil Technology and Surveying degree from St. Paul Technical college in1982. Field
work experience combined with many years of hands on drafting experience established a solid foundation to start
the business. Peggy manages the daily operations and steers the plan for future development, growth, and success.
JOAN NARLOCK earned a teaching degree from the University of Minnesota. In 1998, Joan began a career with
POINTMAP and has since added value to thousands of projects of all sizes. Joan continues to develope and
implement CAD and GIS processes and standards that further advance industry standards. She enjoys finding
solutions to our clients’ data presentation challenges.
JUSTIN STANGLER joined POINTMAP in 2013 after obtaining a degree in Environmental Studies from St. Johns
University. His previous work experience with the Stearns County Soil & Water Conservation District in Waite Park,
MN and Pope Soil & Water Conservation District in Glenwood, MN helped shape his career path. Justin’s current
responsibilities include managing CAD & GIS projects as well as coordinating and supporting our growing team.
DAVID DUPRE joined POINTMAP in early 2018 after a long and successful career at Antea Group. He looks forward
to supporting our clients with the drafting knowledge and experience he has accumulated over the past 29 years.
Dave enjoys learning and developing new processes to enhance and improve an excellent product.
ZACH SVOBODA graduated in May of 2018 from the University of Minnesota Duluth with a dual degree in Urban
and Regional Studies and Geographic Information Science. Zach jump-started his career during college with three
internships. Employed by the Cities of Rochester, MN; Superior, WI; and Brooklyn Park, MN; over the course of 4
years, he was able to identify his areas of interest. At POINTMAP, Zach is enthusiastically incorporating AutoCAD
into his GIS skill set.

POINTMAP can manage all your drafting and mapping needs or assist your in-house CAD and GIS department
as needed. We pride ourselves on working with you as if we were just down the hall. No task is too big or too
small. We work with your company standards or help you establish standards to promote consistency and
quality. Extending your team and enhancing your success is our goal.

CONTACT US TO LEARN MORE
INFO@POINTMAP.COM OR 651-481-6980

Your Trusted Resource for CAD and GIS
2345 Rice Street, Suite 205 Roseville, Minnesota 55113

